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There was no doubt about it, I would have to go back! I had somehow 
managed to drift way off course. I knew falling asleep would have 
consequences, but not as bad as this. I remember using my large ivory 
tusks to haul myself out of the icy grey ocean and onto a small ice floe 
that had broken of a larger iceberg. Layers of snow had fallen onto its 
windswept surface. The gentle rocking of the floe on the rolling swell of 
the water and the white horses galloping beside me, soon lulled me to 
sleep.  
 
Unbeknowing, the strength of the current swept me south, transporting 
me far away from home.  I wake with a start, sliding of the ice, which had 
shrunk from the thrashing of the waves and the warmth of the southern 
sun. Where were the immense glaciers and vast rolling land of the Artic 
Circle? I swim through the waves, diving down looking for the familiar ice 
sheets beneath the surface.  There was none! Where was the white 
snow? all I can see is blues and greens, where the land, sea and sky all 
combine. Weather worn cliffs are towering above me with secret golden 
sandy coves etched into the eroding bases. Where are my family, where 
are the walruses? I call out barking, my sound echoes off the rocky 
coastland, I click, I grunt and roar. I only hear squawking sea birds and 
now the whir of an unfamiliar fast moving motorised metal creature 
skimming through the water towards me, I hastily dive immersing myself 
into the water deeper, dashing through sea caves, exploring secret 
coves.  
 
There was no doubt about it… my world had turned upside down. As my 
curiosity grows exploring, I enjoy the buffet of the southern sea, feasting 
on lobsters and silvery fish. My hunger satisfied, I lollop up a wooden 
slipway to rest, slipping on the brown and bright green sea kelp and lying 
myself down on the orange and grey lichen, where it is splashed by the 
sea. Basking in the warm sun, resting, I again find myself falling asleep. I 
wake with a start, cool in the silvery white sun, blinded by the whiteness 
of the icy landscape. I must have been dreaming, but there was no 
doubt about it, I would have to go back there, even if only in my dreams. 
In the distance, I spy another walrus, magnificent in size. I slip from my 
ice floe to join it, leaving behind a single strand of bright green seaweed! 


